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[The following article is reproduced with permission of the Washington-based Council on
Hemispheric Affairs, COHA. It was published in the Nov. 4, 1992, edition of COHA's biweekly
publication, "Washington Report on the Hemisphere."] As signs of an economic slowdown become
increasingly apparent, a mood of uncertainty has descended upon both investors and the average
Mexican citizen, who were led to believe that the pending North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) would permanently cure the country's history of profound economic problems. A
growing current accounts deficit, a decline in capital inflows and the effects of the prolonged US
recession have threatened the energetic economic recovery program begun by President Carlos
Salinas de Gortari almost four years ago. Despite the government's projection of a 4% economic
growth for 1992, recent economic indicators show that it actually will be no more than 2% to 3%.
Through austerity measures and an export-led strategy for growth, Mexico has won the support and
recognition of the US and international lending agencies, though the country's persistent inability to
resolve major income inequalities is taking its toll. Although Mexico has made remarkable strides in
turning around its economy in the past decade, Salinas' long-praised "economic miracle" has begun
to tarnish. Signs of a Recessionary Trend Recent indicators forecast a steady slowdown in the pace
of economic growth. According to an October survey by the Paris-based Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), the current accounts deficit is expected to widen to US
$16.2 billion in 1992, equivalent to 5% of Mexico's GDP, and exceeding the level recorded during
its 1982 debt crisis. Ironically, the growth in the deficit accompanies and partially reflects rising
domestic investment, faster growth in Mexico than in the economies of its trading partners, and a
drop in the national savings level. In addition, recent figures indicate a widening trade deficit. In
the first five months of the year, the net difference in the value of Mexico's imports versus exports
jumped to US$7.6 billion, from US$3.4 billion recorded in the same period in 1991. If the current
trend persists, analysts say the total trade deficit for the year could approach a chilling US$20 billion.
Furthermore, the inflation rate, forecast at an average 14.5% in 1992, is not dropping as quickly as
many economists had expected. With domestic interest rates rising and expectations for economic
growth falling, the Mexican Stock Exchange (BMV) hit its low for the year in September, with a
33% drop. Private investment, much of it from overseas, has fueled Mexico's economic growth over
the past two years, but falling stock prices and higher interest rates will likely scare off this source
of funding. At the end of September, foreign investment in the country's highly speculative stock
market totaled US$20.49 billion, down US$1.4 billion during the month. There are as many differing
views as to the severity of Mexico's current economic circumstances as there are reasons for these
developments. They have been attributed to factors ranging from the faltering recovery in the US,
to cautious investors waiting for the conclusion of NAFTA, to the ominous current accounts deficit
and the disappointingly high inflation rate. Salinas Tightens Economic Policy Financing a deficit
of such magnitude has put considerable pressure on the government, which has re- affirmed its
commitment to continue a restrictive economic policy. At the eighth National Banking Meeting in
October, Finance Minister Pedro Aspe announced that the government's focus continues to be on
reducing inflation to single-digit levels and improving the performance of public sector accounts.
In the hope that fiscal policy and wage moderation will bring inflation down, Salinas called for cuts
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in public spending and pushed interest rates up to 19%. Also, in an attempt to raise government
revenues, the Salinas administration announced on Oct. 21 that oil prices would rise by .79% per
month and electricity by a comparable amount. With the foreign exchange rate under pressure
due to the weakening peso, the Banco de Mexico (central bank) announced in October it could
widen the gap by which the peso can fluctuate, raising the maximum rate it can slide against the
dollar from 20 to 40 centavos a day. Despite the government's move toward a more flexible foreign
exchange policy, there is rising alarm among investors over a possible devaluation of the peso
and a subsequent collapse of the administration's economic policy. The tight fiscal policy and the
subsequent squeeze on consumer spending has caused growing domestic rumblings, illustrated by
two major labor disputes in September, with 22,000 textile workers on strike for 39 days and 15,000
oil workers protesting their dismissal and lack of indemnity payments. It seems clear that, given the
present deteriorating economic situation, any significant rise in living standards is unlikely, with
Mexico's average income remaining only about one-tenth of what it is in the US. What Lies Ahead
for Mexico? Economic growth is expected to be even slower in 1993, reaching only 2.3%, and any
pick-up in growth largely depends on NAFTA's rapid ratification and implementation. Needless
to say, the current accounts deficit would be widened if NAFTA is not ratified and the US economy
remains weak. Mexico's dependence on relatively cheap foreign capital and sustained foreign
investment inflows, necessary to finance the current accounts deficit, have made approval of NAFTA
crucial to spurring foreign investment and consolidating Salinas' reforms. Mexico passionately
believes that completion of the agreement will lead to a strong expansion of demand, resulting in
GDP growth of 5 to 6% in the mid-1990's. However, critics note that Salinas' plan has not taken into
account the speed at which NAFTA negotiations will be concluded and the formidable opposition to
the agreement in the US Congress and the resistance of organized labor and environmental groups.
Given the victory of Bill Clinton in the US presidential elections, the scenario appears to be that at
best, final US approval of the agreement might not come until the second quarter of 1993.
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